The fact that adjacent genes in bacteria are often functionally related is widely known. GeConT (Gene Context Tool) is a web interface designed to visualize genome context of a gene or a group of genes and their orthologs in all the completely sequenced genomes. The graphical information of GeConT can be used to analyze genome annotation, functional ortholog identification or to verify the genomic context congruence of any set of genes that share a common property.
Graphical representations have been widely used to complement theoretical and experimental analyses of many biological processes, such as networks of gene regulation and proteinprotein interactions, metabolic pathways or whole genome comparisons, to mention a few. Here we present a web application, named GeConT, for visualizing the genome context of genes. Some of its applications are described.
Genome annotation and identification of functional orthologs. Significant progress has been made in the assignment of protein function based on sequence similarity using programs such as BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) , or FASTA (Pearson, 1990) . Nevertheless, in many cases the identification of functional orthologs is not straightforward owing to protein sequence divergence. Also, the presence of paralogs with high similarity scores can hinder the identification of strict orthologs. To overcome these problems, different algorithms have been developed based on the analysis of gene neighborhood (Overbeek et al., 1999; Wolf et al., 2001; Kolesov et al., 2002) . These algorithms are based on the fact that adjacent genes in bacteria, organized in operons, are often functionally related. Furthermore, in some cases, conserved occurrence of neighboring genes, phylogenetic profiling and gene fusions can be observed and identified, as in the case of the web servers STRING (von Mering et al., 2003) and Predictome (Mellor et al., 2002) . GeConT is a web application that can be used to explore the general neighborhood of any gene or set of genes given by the user, and their orthologs, * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
as defined in the COG database (Tatusov et al., 2003) . For genes of the newly sequenced genomes that are not yet in the COG database, GeConT assigns their most likely orthologous group based on the COG number of their closest homologs. In contrast to the other available applications, GeConT displays the genomic context of the query genes regardless of its conservation. This is critical in cases where a gene is associated with different genes of a common process. An example of GeConT in the correct re-annotation of some genes involved in thiamine biosynthesis is given in the figure. We have previously shown that some thi genes, as thiF, thiE and thiO, have been mis-annotated on several occasions since they have paralogs with high sequence similarity (Morett et al., 2003a) . As shown in the Figure 1 , this problem can be overcome by gene context analysis.
Genome context of any sequence. GeConT can also perform BLAST searches with an input protein sequence against all publicly available completely sequenced genomes. With this option the search is not biased by any previous annotation. Consequently, homologs with no functional annotation can be analyzed based on their context.
Verifying the genome context congruence of a set of genes. As a result of a sequence analysis, a set of genes that possess a common feature might be identified, such as being regulated by a certain protein or RNA structure (Abreu-Goodger, C., Ontiveros-Palacios, N., Ciria, R. and Merino, E. manuscript in preparation). In these cases, the neighborhood for these genes can help to discern true from false positives. This approach has been successfully used in the identification of new genes regulated by a THI box (Morett et al., 2003b) .
THE PROGRAM
GeConT was written in Perl, generating HTML code 'on the fly' and it is available at http://www.ibt.unam.mx/biocomputo/ gecont.html
The classification scheme that we followed to search and color the genes is based on the clusters of orthologous groups (COGs) of proteins (Tatusov et al., 2003) . GeConT can highlight genes based either on their COG number or on a broader functional classification. Searches can be performed using any of the following criteria. Fig. 1 . Use of GeConT in genome analysis and correct gene annotation. The figure was generated using COG0352 (thiE) as input (only a fragment of the output is shown). Genes and intergenic distances are drawn to proportion. It is clear that the genes annotated as moeB, a paralog of thiF with high sequence similarity, tenI, a paralog of thiE, and goxB, a paralog of thiO, have been mis-annotated in several genomes. Gene context analysis is a very useful tool for correct gene annotation.
Searches based on COG. There are two different ways to select a COG: (i) by COG number or (ii) by a keyword that matches the COG functional annotation. With either of these options, the genomic context for all the members of the selected COGs is displayed.
Searches by GeneBank identification (GI ) numbers or gene names. When one or more GI numbers or common names are given, GeConT displays the gene context for every entry regardless of its COG assignment.
Searches with a protein sequence. In this case, a protein sequence is used to perform a BLAST search against the database of fully sequenced genomes. The user can then select the matches to be displayed.
Other options include determining the number of genes to be displayed on either side of the input, a full description of each gene with a 'mouse-over' function and clicking on any gene to display, in a new page, the neighborhood of its corresponding COG.
